The Estonian parliament is the only institution in the country that may call a referendum, i.e. the parliament itself can formulate the crucial question and put it forward for people to vote. The constitution, though, lacks the institution to harness the people's initiative, giving citizens an opportunity to put some questions or draft acts to vote by themselves. A large group of MP's submitted a draft of an amendment to the constitution which would add people's initiative, with 25,000 signatures gathered, enabling them to put a draft act or question for vote. This draft act was in legislative proceedings on two separate occasions but failed to be completed and take effect within those eight years. In the parliamentary debates we could see a strong "clash of discourses". On the one side, the proponents of direct democracy stressed different aspects of "alienation of power"; unfortunately the parliament as a representative body maintained the sole monopoly to act, while the parliamentary elections have been media-manipulated by certain interest groups.
in the case of direct democracy, citizens vote directly over a project of law or a political decision; a referendum may be initiated either by the government or some other public body, e.g. the President of the state, but a citizen-initiated referendum (popular initiative) is started only by citizens themselves. 1 International scholars Uwe Serdült and Yanina Welp showed that in the case of popular initiatives there exists a requirement to collect a certain number of signatures, for example 25 000, after which the bill is ready to submit for voting. 2 Direct democracy also differs from surveys or polls, because the result of the vote is binding for all state authorities.
Direct democracy is not replacing parliaments-it is more like a symbiosis or healthy supplementation. David E. Butler and Austin Ranney have explained that the most important reason here is the need to increase the legitimacy of political decisions: because people themselves want referendums to be arranged, they regard the outcome as an authentic expression of their will. 3 Political scientist Maija
Setälä has expressed a point of view that the use of direct democracy will also thoroughly foster a country's political culture. 4 However, despite these positive aspects, which can be attributed to the referenda, there has been no renaissance in activity: parliaments and governments are still the main driving force behind political decisions. Some political elites believe that direct democracy is a very bad The goal of this article is to analyse the reasons that direct democracy in Estonia has been so minimally applied. Much has been written on applying direct democracy in the past decade. However, dealing with the factors that have obstructed direct democracy from emerging as a decision-making tool along with representative democracy and parliamentarism have not drawn much attention at all. To employ a referendum it generally is necessary to ground it by a decision of the parliament or government, thus the views of the political elite towards direct democracy are of crucial significance. I contend that it is most suitable to use qualitative methods for them, and this article applies the method of discourse analysis in relation to debates on legalising direct democracy in the parliament of
Estonia. This article aims to highlight why politicians and parties in power in the parliament hold mostly a negative opinion of direct democracy. The concluding part of this article analyses discourses apparent in parliamentary discussions to help best bring out the prevailing attitudes. Notably, the present article will not focus on the referendum situation but instead attempts to explain the "dragging processes"
and why authorities never reach the point of holding referendums, despite that national legislation provides the opportunity to hold them. The article also concentrates on the deliberation phases of the draft legislation on legitimising direct democracy in the Estonian parliament, observing how the political elite groups express their views on direct democracy.
THE CASE IN QUESTION: PARLAMENT AND DIRECT DEMOCRACY IN

ESTONIA
On the whole the study of referendums or direct democracy has been largely conducted according to the pattern "better -worse" than representative democracy (or making political decisions in the parliament). Various researchers have tried to understand why referendums are better than the parliament (I will call them "activists"), others proceed from the opposite angle, trying to prove that direct democracy is an inadequate or poor method for making decisions. The secondary literature largely sticks to normative theoretical discussions. The aforementioned should not, however, be understood as entirely incorrect or be taken to be a subject that cannot be treated in that way. Any particular democratic system is unique to its given country -yet it operates by rules shared by many www.riigikogu.ee.
DISCOURSES ON DIRECT DEMOCRACY IN DISCUSSIONS OF THE
RIIGIKOGU
DISCOURSES FAVOURING DIRECT DEMOCRACY
In the parliament it is typical to express different views and oppose some views to others. Political discourse being shaped during parliamentary deliberations plays a crucial role-it determines how the public will accept what remains beyond these channels; winning arguments in the parliament can determine a direction for the entire society. Professionals acting in the political battlefield also settle the result of direct democratic debate between them and it will later be boosted by media channels; that is how hegemony is established. Pierre Bourdieu has precisely pointed out that "the boundary between what is politically sayable or unsayable, thinkable or unthinkable, for a class of non-professionals is determined by the relations between the expressive interests of that class and the capacity to express these interests, a capacity which is secured by its position in the relations of cultural and thus political production". 7 In actual parliamentary practice principles of deliberative democracy are difficult to apply, because different political forces make use of resources distributed disproportionally. As voting becomes decisive, a certain mechanism becomes the basis of political decisions.
The present study makes use of stenographic records and minutes of the parliament, thus penetrating into the realm of the mind and imagination of political Estonia works a lot with drafts in respective committees and passes all rough and hard work, so that in the "great hall" of the parliament in the presence of all 101 members only voting is conducted. Before voting a content-relevant discussion may or may not take place; as will be seen in some cases discussions were active pertaining to the content, in other cases they were only formal containing a couple of interrogative sentences. I conducted qualitative research to find out reasons why direct democracy at that time was not held in high (and popular) opinion, and dealt with discourse on direct democracy as it emerged and developed during table below (Table 2) . Table 2 . Discourses favouring direct democracy
1.
Discourse of a social crisis: society is in moral and political crisis, and it is direct democracy in the form of the popular initiative that helps lead to changes.
2.
Alienation discourse: there is a deep seated alienation of power in society, direct democracy will help lessen the gap; activity to vote declines in society as well as people's interest in taking part in politics; the popular initiative would return civil activity. 
5.
Discourse of re-establishing confidence: legalising the popular initiative is a matter of trusting people which can lead us to the end of position warfare and to a much more dynamic society; initiation of this draft legislation will help bring a new and improved democracy to Estonia.
A study of the "order of discourse" is in order here. Several discourses and embedded discourses can be differentiated in the text: Dear colleagues, recently the press and people here in the hall have more and more talked about people's alienation of power. Our opinion is that unfortunately such views are grounded. The draft under discussion will enable to reduce that alienation and provide people with an opportunity to participate in governing the state. As to much spoken manipulation and because of it certain interest groups were "placed" to power, in principle also parliamentary elections 
DISCOURSES OPPOSING DIRECT DEMOCRACY
The variety of discourses opposing direct democracy is as diverse as the highlighted discourses. Several MPs hold it to be rather dangerous-certainly a demagogic and costly phenomenon, with decisions made this way being neither level-headed nor smart. In essence, introducing the popular initiative is considered of purposeless and in competition with the parliament. In short, direct democracy in terms of the popular initiative will be "a paved way to heaven accompanied with good intentions" ( Table 3) . Table 3 . Discourses opposing direct democracy
1.
Discourse of a political tool: applying the popular initiative is "a permanent political election campaign", an activity paid with public money and proceeding from interests of one party or a small group.
2.
Discourse of professional politics: there are no such issues which would need initiatives outside the parliament, which would not be revealed within the parliament;
politics is a professional activity and now they want it to be shared with amateurs who would not even grasp what they sign for or against. We find ourselves at a breaking point; representative democracy does not work, the parliament operates as a filter letting good initiatives not pass through. 

Populist discourse/Discourse of professional politics:
We may take responsibility; we have to consider various views. I state there are always very contradicting views represented in this hall. But summing it up, we produce an equilibrium, value some integrity and avoid extremists to emerge.
Do we level too much? I hold that we rather are inclined to overestimate our popularity and underestimate rational arguments, for our own future directly depends on it. A disadvantage of politics lies in the tendency to prefer popularity rather than too big. At the same time we happen to be here because of popularity and that is a cause. As Lauri Vahtre referred to the view represented by the initiators of the draft contains the risk of destabilising society.
Parliamentary democracy does not consider people dim-witted but admits that masses may be manipulated and an individual, not to mention individual groups, is never competent of the majority of things. There is always a danger of emotional assault and because of that we need the parliament as a filter even to decide the issue of officially taking a case for deliberation. I maintain 25,000 is a very weak filter. There can be no such a question whether people's initiative or not. It is our duty to develop further democracy, better take into account propositions arising from among people. Let us, though, be very careful with removing the filter, and if we need to loosen up the filter we will confess where we had made a mistake. The initiators of the draft should give specific examples for cases where they have diverted good and popular ideas for some reasons, and why they have done it.
Our faction stays very careful about this draft and finds that 25,000 is insufficient. That is but a futile minority in society, and considering a destabilising influence of the extremes we do not support the draft in its present form. But we do admit the necessity to behave in a more democratic way here in the parliament. Thank you! (Jürgen Ligi, Reform Party).
CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this article is to consider why direct democracy has not been applied (in Estonia in particular) when problems concerning direct democracy have emerged. The article applies qualitative methodology, making use of shorthand records of the parliament. The article analyses these shorthand notes to find out what the attitude of the political parties represented in the parliament is towards direct democracy. The conclusion is reached that there is one direct democracy discourse split into two trends: one favoring direct democracy and one adverse to it. The situation in the parliament of Estonia addressed here occurred when the party in opposition wanted the constitution to be modified with a clause enabling popular initiative to be added. The analysis revealed that the predominant oppositional discourse prevailed throughout the period.
We can see here a strong clash of views: the proponents of direct democracy try to stress different aspects of "alienation of power"; for example, the parliamentary elections have been media-manipulated by certain interest groups.
Alternatively, other speakers on the contrarian-side shared the views according to It is characteristic of this debate as well as the following ones that there is no content relevant debate; instead both sides express their own views, and other delegates neither speak out nor support the speaker. No research has been conducted to clarify the issue, no experts were involved; however, the government's view was expressed and it was accepted. As there were no deliberations, no changes were made to the statement of the case. Rather the process was not very dynamic and ended in a mechanical voting; the predominant attitude was that "the parliament needn't be disturbed". Deliberations in the parliament did not substantially change anything.
General relationships of power rested on the number of places a party received in the Riigikogu; during two compositions of the parliament the main idea of the
